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Course description

The Hong Kong 100 course starts in Pak Tam Chung on the east side of Hong
Kong's New Territories and winds its way west along coastal paths, across
beaches, through ancient villages, over hills and through valleys before finishing
after the descent of Tai Mo Shan, Hong Kong's highest peak (at 957m). The
100km journey climbs over 4,500m and much of the climbing is in the second
half of the course, so it's important that runners pace themselves sensibly over
the first half, leaving something in reserve for the hillier sections later on.
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The first half of the course winds around the coast of the Sai Kung peninsula.
The first 800 metres are on a sealed road before a sharp right turn leads to the
Sheung Yiu Country Trail, which features 5km of classic Hong Kong winding
country trail with views out to the islands in the South China sea. A further 5km
on sealed road over dams built to form reservoirs leads to the first support point
at High Island (11km). Don't forget to take in the views of the National Geopark
as you refuel!
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From the support point to the first checkpoint requires a climb over Sai Wan Shan
(314m) and crossing Sai Wan and Ham Tin beaches. Enjoy the waves crashing
into the pristine white sand and ignore the temptation to join the surfers.
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From CP1 (Ham Tin - 21km) to CP2 (Wong Shek - 28km) is a short stretch of
undulating path from village to village. Wong Shek to Hoi Ha looks flat from the
course profile, but is more technical, on rocky and rooty trails, with some
wonderful sea-views to your right-hand side.
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CP3 Hoi Ha (36km) is a marine sanctuary, where if you swapped your running
shoes for a mask and snorkel you could see soft coral, anemones, clown-fish
and garoupa.
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From CP3 to CP4 (Yung Shue O - 45km) is a mixture of fast coastal path and dirt
trail. Watch out for the magnificent views across Kei Ling Ha towards Ma On
Shan ("Saddle Hill") as you approach the CP.
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As you leave CP4 the real climbing starts. Kai Kung Shan ("Rooster Hill")
(399m) stands between you and your drop bag at CP5 (Kei Ling Ha - 52km).
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CP5 to CP6 (Gilwell Camp - 65km) is the race's longest and hardest stage, but
includes some of its most beautiful scenery. The ridge line after Ma On Shan
provides incredible views over Sai Kung and the hundreds of islands in the South
China Sea, and the chance to open up on smooth, runnable orange-colored dirt
trail. A warm welcome awaits at Gilwell Scout Camp.
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If you can drag yourself away from the campfire and the marshmallows, the route
from Gilwell Camp to CP7 (Beacon Hill - 73km) provides the best city views of
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the whole course as you traverse behind Lion Rock looking out over Kowloon to
the shimmering glass towers and neon lights of Hong Kong island. Feast your
eyes on the world's most beautiful cityscape, before climbing up to Beacon Hill
where the party will be in full swing.
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From CP7 to CP8 (Shing Mun - 83km) requires a sharp descent into
monkeyland, then for 5km you'll be sharing the trails and the climb up the sealed
road of Golden Hill with the cheeky, thieving, mischievous macaques. If you
snack here, be prepared to share whether you like it or not.
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As you leave Shing Mun you have just 3 climbs to go. First up, the strengthsapping but majestic Needle Hill (532m). It's very steep, but with a steady plod
you're over the top before you know it. And don't forget to enjoy the views to your
right of Sha Tin - the world's finest horse-racing stadium - and to the left of Tai Mo
Shan - Hong Kong's highest peak and the culmination of your journey. After
Needle Hill comes Grassy Hill (647m), a winding sealed road (runnable for the
toughest competitors, plodable for mere mortals) and the sharp descent to CP9
(Lead Mine Pass - 90km). Don't even think about dropping out here - you have
just 10km to go and the CP is inaccessible to vehicles, so it's easier to shuffle to
the finish than to walk out of the country park!
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One last push and you're over Tai Mo Shan (957m) and have a 4km run downhill
to the party and the glory at the finish line. What could be simpler?
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